










as   unique,   true   and   unquestionable   by   conferring   on   them   the   status   of   story   and
history­tellers.
The   lives   of  women,   and  more   specifically   older  women,  would   not




Carter’s  Wise Children  (1991) and Rose Tremain’s  The Cupboard  (1981) not
only focus on elderly women but also, through imagination and humour,
challenge Western preconceptions of old age.  As postmodern constructs,
they   give   older   women   a   voice   and   raise   questions   regarding   the
significance of the opposition between history and (her) story.
History  and writing have proved to be  powerful   tools  used  by white
middle  class  man   to   further  his  own  interests.  Up  until   the   end  of   the
nineteenth century, women writers focused mainly on the private space, the
public   one   being   locked   beyond   their   reach.   Broadly   speaking,   female
protagonists   were   depicted   as   gracious   girls   ready   to   live   under   the
‘influential’  orders of  a father,  brother or husband;  otherwise,   they were






now.   ‘Hysterics’,   intermittently   mad   (Woolf)   or   addicted   to   opium   (Barrett




questioning of  Realism and  the   ideology behind Realism as  mainstream
writing. With the introduction of alternative modes of writing, characters,
narrators,  points of view and beliefs  that  had been labelled as marginal,
outcast or unimportant acquire a new relevance. Theo D’Haen relates ‘the
death of the novel’, the prevailing Victorian novel, and its substitution by
evolving ‘(sub)genres’   that  start   to  gain recognition in the contemporary
period   and   which,   according   to   the   critic,   signal   “the   demise   of   the
humanist world view traditionally associated with the rise and triumph of
bourgeois democracy in (most of) the Western world” (D’Haen 1989: 411).







and Nora Chance in  Wise Children  and Erica March in  The Cupboard  older
women, but they have also run their lives according to their own standards,
refusing to stick to conventional behaviour patterns prescribed for them as
women. Witnesses  of  good and bad  times during  the  twentieth century,
these aged women retain their vivacious personalities, choosing to live all
situations intensely and casting aspersion on anyone who prefers drama to
















postmodern  representation:  what  constitutes  a  valid historical  narrative?
And who decides?” (Hutcheon 1989: 160)
In Rose Tremain's  The Cupboard,   the eighty­three­year  old Erica March
lives in a small house of her own, cared for by one of her neighbours, Mrs.
Burford. Her narration is prompted by the request of a young American
journalist,   Ralph,   who   interviews   her   for   an   article.   Erica’s   voice   is
dominant in the novel – on the one hand, as the narrator of her life to Ralph
and, on the other, in the included extracts from her novels. Although she




















on  the   seventy­fifth  birthday  of  herself   and her   twin   sister  Nora.  Their
birthday is on the 23rd of April which is also the day their father Melchior
Hazard  and William Shakespeare,  one  of   the   fathers  of  English  culture,
were   born.  On   getting   up   in   the  morning,  Dora   and  Nora   receive   an
invitation   to   their   father’s   hundredth   birthday   party   at  which   he  will
















Brooklyn.  See  what   I  mean?  Or,   for  a  Parisian,   it  might  be a  question  of  rive
gauche, rive droite. With London, it’s the North and South divide. Me and Nora,





River   Thames,   but   she   also   uses   her   inner   voice,   thereby   upstaging
Shakespeare.   While   members   of   the   Hazard   family   make   a   living
performing Shakespeare, declaiming in his fine language, Dora and Nora
Chance belong to the music­hall business.  However, by writing her own















part­fiction   or   part­reality,   but   nevertheless   part   of   a   multiple   and





















suffragettes.  At the beginning,  her  fight was fired by admiration for her









started  while   she  was   living   there   and,  whereas   all   her   surroundings
seemed in favour of it – her father could not stand the word ‘pacifist’ – her
experiences   in   London   plus   the   events   of   an   incomprehensible   war
thwarted her  ability  to understand the world around her  so that,   in  the

























the   influence  of   their  peculiar   stepmother  Grandma Chance  who  was  a







that’s   that.  Soon done.  Then the  old men can sleep easy  in  their  beds,  again’
(Carter 1996: 29).
Grandma   Chance   taught   the   Chance   sisters   to   always   take   care   of
themselves and to count on their own work and mutual love in order to
survive in a world dominated by a few ‘old men’.











blood was a   touch  thinner,  and  people  said   it  was   the  Age of  Austerity   […]
(Carter 1996: 165).



















age   as   an   important   baggage   of   knowledge   and   experience   that   can
somehow help those around them. On the one hand, Erica March usually
wears  nice,  bright   turbans   in  order   to  cover  her  baldness.  On the  other
hand, the Chance sisters take good care of their appearance before going





when nightingales   sang   in  Berkeley  Square  on  a   foggy  day   in  London Town
(Carter 1996: 192).
The vitality of these elder women contrasts with the stern and dramatic









her   time.   I   knew,   after   the   first   few   days’   talking,   that   there   was   some
fundamental  thing, informing what I must call Erica’s life but which also goes








and Nora Chance as  well  as  Erica March can be conferred  the status of






the light of both smartness  and experience,  characteristics present  in old
people.
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